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Hamjambo WCK members
It’s uplifting to see you as a WCK youngster so
involved in the climate crisis wanting to make
your world, Planet Earth cooler, greener and
more liveable. We salute you.
Inside are a few articles from WCK clubs across
Kenya. It’s not easy being a climate activist like
Greta Thunberg the teenager like you, but you’re
doing something instead of just letting the planet
heat up.
This issue has stories on eagles, leopards and
marine creatures by researchers who were WCK
members like you.
So, the future is yours.
Happy reading,

Rupi,

Editor

“CLIMATE CHANGE ON WILDLIFE & HABITATS”
2019/2020 THEME

WCK Objectives
●●To spread interest and knowledge
about
wildlife
and
environmental
conservation among the youth of Kenya
in particular and East Africa.
●● To increase awareness of the great
economic, cultural and aesthetic value of
natural resources.
●●To develop a better understanding of
the need to conserve natural resources
for the benefit of the nation and its people.

WCK Club benefits
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

3 issues of Komba-WCK magazine
Reduced fee to KWS Kenya National Parks & Reserves
Free lectures and video/slide shows
Borrow Wildlife Video Films at reduced rates
Students’ half rate accommodation at WCK hostels
WCK roadshows by the Mobile Education Unit
The opportunity to help conserve wildlife
The opportunity to win prizes in WCK competitions

●● Special accommodation rates for associate members

Reminder: Renew your membership at the start
of the year!
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The Black
Leopard of
Laikipia
By Letoluai Ambrose

Black leopard of Laikipia. Photo credit Ambrose Letoluai

In 2017, a herder told me of a black leopard. I had never heard of one before. Here’s the story.
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Laikipia is one of the few places in

Also known as melanistic leopards,

In June 2017, the San Diego zoo in

Africa with black leopards. In the

the black colour is a result of mela-

the United States began a project

1950s, a black leopard was often

nism, which is a gene mutation that

to study leopards in Laikipia. I was

seen on the lower escarpment road

makes the coat look black during

hired as a local carnivore biologist

near Naivasha.

day time.

to work with Dr Nick Pilfold from

Black leopards are more common

But infrared imagery shows the

in South-east Asia.

leopard’s rosettes at night.

the zoo.
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Infrared imagery shows the leopard’s rosettes at night.

Understanding People and
Predators

Camera Traps

themselves Chui Mamas. Chui is

We use motion sensor camera traps

the Kiswahili word for leopard. They

I worked closely with the local

to capture images. The most recent

help us to collect data in the field

community to understand which

are of the cubs on 10 October 2019.

by reporting sightings of leopards. In

carnivores caused the most prob-

The images show the black leop-

return we help them with education.

lems like killing livestock.

ards grooming themselves, playing,

Using pictures of the carnivores, l
asked people to point out the carni-

leaping over rocks and wandering
around in their territory.

There is a change of attitude in the
people. When we began working in
the area, the leopard was disliked

vores causing problems. They

There are five black leopards includ-

because it attacked livestock in the

pointed mostly at the leopards.

ing a black cub. Our research is to

bomas at night.

One livestock owner
looked at all the
pictures and said that
there was one missing animal. He said it
was a black leopard.
I had never heard of a black leopard and was excited. So I set the
camera traps in the places that the
herder showed me. I captured the

come up with conservation plans for
the African leopards, especially the
rare black leopards of Laikipia. For
this we need to know their population, behaviour and range. It means
we have to monitor them.
This helps us to advise people
where not to take their livestock
for grazing if the leopards are in
the area.

Chui Mamas

black leopard.

Modester Ellie Lalakipiani and
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and other predators cannot jump
into. With less conflict, the people
are becoming wildlife guardians.
Letouai was an active WCK
member at Samburu High
School. He is studying Wildlife
Science and Conservation at
Training Institute.

l started a group with the local
women

livestock bomas that the leopards

the Kenya Wildlife Service

first images in October 2018 of the

Sambur u

The community now build stronger

who

c all

Watch this amazing clip on the Black
leopard of Laikipia https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=5aDsB-qTLLk
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Female leopard with her cub
6
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WCK Corporate Members
AAR - Holdings
Access Kenya
Giraffe Manor Ltd.
African Line Biuro Trekingowe
Across Africa Safaris Ltd
A. F. E. W. Kenya
Air Kenya Aviation Ltd
Bata Shoe Company
Block Hotels Ltd., Nairobi
Born Free Foundation
CFBT Education Services
Coca-Cola (EA) Ltd., Nairobi
Copy Cat Ltd., Nairobi
D. T. Dobie Co. Ltd., Nairobi
Education Insight
Express (K) Ltd., Nairobi
Firestone (EA) Ltd.
Friends of Conservation
Glaxo Wellcome (K) Ltd.
Karen Country Club
Kenya Aerotech Ltd.
Kenya Wildlife Service
Kenya Wine Agencies Ltd.
Kenya Prison Services
Ker & Downey Safaris
Kilimanjaro Safari Club
Kodak (K) Ltd
Land and Life Ltd
Let’s Go Travel Ltd.
Lloyd Masika Ltd.
Magadi Soda Co. Ltd., Magadi
Muli & Ole Kina Advoicates, Malindi
Nairobi Upperhill Hotel
Newent Community School
Norfolk Hotel, Nairobi
Oserian Development Co. Ltd.
Panafrican Paper Mills (EA) Ltd., Nairobi
Pandhal Harjeet Singh & Sons Ltd
Safari Seekers (K) Ltd., Nairobi
Sameer Investments Ltd.
Sarova Hotels Ltd., Nairobi
Serena Lodges & Hotels
Text Book Centre Ltd., Nairobi
Unilever (K) Ltd.
United Touring Co. Ltd., Nairobi
Wildlife Safari (K) Ltd
World Wide Fund for Nature
Wonder Foods Ltd
Yare Camel Club and Camps

WCK HOSTEL CHARGES
LANGATA & MOMBASA
●● Wildlife club student members - Ksh 300
●● Adult members - Ksh 500
●● Non-member student - Ksh 500
●● Non-member adults - Ksh 700
●● Registered group - per adult - Ksh 600
●● Registered group - per student - Ksh 400
●● East Africans student member WCU, Malihai
Clubs of Tanzania - Ksh 500
●● East Africans adult member WCU, Malihai Clubs
of Tanzania - Ksh 600
●● East Africans non-members - Ksh 800
●● Deposit of Ksh. 2000 forfeited if the group does
not come
●● Booking Ksh 500 with Ksh 300 refundable when
the kitchen and utensils are cleaned
●● Foreigners Ksh 1000
HALL HIRE
●● WCK members - Ksh 5000 per day
●● Non-members - Ksh 10000 per day
CAMPING
●● Members - Ksh 200
●● Non-members - Ksh 250
NAKURU AND KISUMU
●● WCK member - Ksh 200
●● Non members - Ksh 250
●● Foreigners - Ksh 1000
●● E. Africans - Ksh 600
NAKURU GUEST HOUSE
●● Adult - Ksh 1250
●● Children - Ksh 600
MOMBASA COTTAGES
●● Singles (non-member) Ksh 2000
●● Singles (member) Ksh 1500
●● Doubles (non-member) Ksh 3000
●● Doubles (member) Ksh 2000
●● Children Ksh 1000
Accommodation rates are per person per night
WCK ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE
●● Club
		
- Ksh 1,000
●● Associate 		
- Ksh 1,000
●● Corporate
- Ksh 10,000
●● Foreign
- US$30 / £20 / €25
●● Student membership cards
- Ksh 50
●● Patron membership card		
- Ksh 100
●● Video library subscription 		
- Ksh 200
●● Video library registration 		
- Ksh 500
Life membership
Ksh 100, 000 (One-off payment)
Lipa na Mpesa
Paybill No.: 8 8 0 6 5 4
ACCOUNT NO.: NAME OF INSTITUTION

African Fish Eagle
Photo by Sidney Shema

Booted Eagle (Hieraaetus pennatus)

Fascinating Eagles of Kenya
I like all birds but my favourite are the birds of prey (raptors). And among raptors, there
are none I enjoy watching more than the eagles. Eagles are the absolute kings or should
I say queens, since the females are bigger of the sky. They are powerful top predators
that play a role in keeping our ecosystems healthy.
Did you know that Kenya is one of the world’s most eagle-rich countries
By Sidney Shema

with 22 species recorded. Compare this to the North American continent
which has two species: the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos).
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Let’s look at a few of Kenya’s
magnificent eagles.
Tawny Eagle
One of Kenya’s commonest eagles
is the Tawny Eagle (Aquila rapax). It
is found pretty much throughout the
country’s savanna and open bush
habitats. It eats almost any small
animal it can catch. It also doesn’t
mind scavenging and can be seen
at carcasses with vultures.

Steppe Eagle
Very similar to the Tawny but darker
and stockier is the Steppe Eagle
(Aquila nipalensis). This species
breeds in the mountains and
steppes of central Asia but occurs
in Kenya from around October to
March, when they can be very
common. Sadly, it isn’t faring any
better than the Tawny and is listed
as Endangered.

Tawny Eagle (Aquila rapax)
and shot this photo at Lake Magadi

- a very large black eagle with a

in January 2019. The species is

white ‘vest’ on its back. It patrols

listed as Vulnerable on the IUCN
Red List.

Steppe Eagle (Aquila nipalensis).
Verreaux’s Eagle
(Aquila verreauxii)

Eastern Imperial Eagle
A much rarer Palearctic migrant
eagle in Kenya is the Eastern
Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca),
which breeds in eastern Europe

10

Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca)

and Asia and spends the winter

Verreaux’s Eagle

in north-eastern Africa. This is a

Among the Aquila eagles, one of

blurry distant photo of the first and

the biggest and most impressive is

only time I have ever seen this eagle

Verreaux’s Eagle (Aquila verreauxii)

rugged hills, mountains and cliffs
in search of hyraxes, its main prey.
Pairs often hunt as a team, with one
bird distracting the prey while the
other goes in for the kill.
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African Hawk Eagle
Another eagle known to teamwork
when hunting is the African Hawk
Eagle (Aquila spilogaster). Although
not very large, it is very strong for its
size and can kill prey heavier than
itself. I’ve also heard that it is Africa’s
fastest eagle (although I don’t know
if that’s true). They are important predators of gamebirds like
Guineafowls and Francolins in dry
woodland and wooded savannas.

Wahlberg’s Eagle
Wahlberg’s Eagle (Hieraaetus wahlbergi) can be seen in Kenya’s open
woodlands. It is an intra-African
migrant. Birds that breed in Kenya
generally spend the non-breeding
months in the North African tropics.

Wahlberg’s Eagle (Hieraaetus wahlbergi)

This species and the Tawny Eagle

Booted Eagle

but unlike the Wahlberg’s, it breeds

are highly polymorphic which means

A close relative of Wahlberg’s Eagle

in the Palearctic region (Europe and

that the birds range in color from

that is equally as polymorphic is the

Asia) and spends the non-breed-

very dark to almost pure white.

Booted Eagle (Hieraaetus penna-

ing months in Africa. Most Booted

tus). This species is also migratory,

Eagles that we get in Kenya are
usually in passage, on their way
further south (or back north), but
some do spend the winter in Kenya.
The pale individual pictured above
was flying over the Ngulia Hills,
Tsavo West National Park, on its
southward migration.
Check out my blog, ‘NDEGE
WETU: A Tribute to the Birds of
Kenya’ on the ShotsByShema
blog (www.shotsbyshema.
com). Feel free to visit the blog
to read the rest of the episodes
of the NDEGE WETU series.

Booted Eagle (Hieraaetus pennatus)

You can also follow
ShotsByShema on Instagram
(@ShotsByShema) and
Facebook (ShotsByShema –
Untamed Photography) to keep
up to date with what’s new.

There are more eagles to follow in your next issue of Komba. Don't miss it!
Komba 3, 2019
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Fighting for Trash Free Seas
International Coastal Clean-up 2019 in Malindi

By Maina Njuguna

ICC Malindi cleanup being flagged off by Mr. Karung’o the Deputy County Commissioner.

More than 30 years ago, Ocean

The Malindi cleanup was flagged off

Conservancy in the US started rally-

by the Malindi Sub-County Deputy

ing communities together to collect

County Commissioner Mr. Karung’o.

and document trash that littered

Trash was collected along a stretch

their coastlines. Over the years, this

of 15 kilometres from Ocean Beach

has become ‘The Cleanup’ bringing

Resort near the Sabaki River estu-

together more than a hundred coun-

ary to Safina Beach near Watamu.

tries each September to clean up

The volunteers collected plastic

the beaches.

bottles, fishing nets, slippers, tooth-

This year, WCK–Malindi partnered
with the Kenya Wildlife Service,
Malindi Marine Park and other local

2,387.5 kilograms. The trash filled
many garbage trucks.

stakeholders for the ICC Malindi

WCK Maindi has a regular monthly

cleanup which brought together

clean up to reduce trash along

over 500 volunteers that included

the beach.

350 pupils and 20 teachers from
primary and secondary schools.
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brushes and more which weighed

Trash that was collected during ICC 2019
is sorted and weighed.

WCK School Club members at the KWS
Malindi Marine Park during the ICC 2019.
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Colobus Monkeys
around Lake Elmenteita
Lake Elmenteita in the Great Rift Valley is famous for Great white pelicans because it is
the only lake in East Africa where these pelicans nest. It’s also famous for its flamingos.
Soysambu Conservancy is working with the Institute of Primate
Research and Kenya Wildlife
Service to move the remaining colobus monkeys to the conservancy.

Colobus in Kenya
In Kenya, you can find the Angolan
Colobus found at the coast. Their
habitat once stretched from the
Congo rains forest into Kenya.
It has black fur and a black face,
surrounded by long, white locks of
hair. It also has a mantle of white
hair on the shoulders. The long, thin
tail can be either black or white, but
the tip is always white.
Colobus monkey mother with her baby. Photo credit: Kat Combes/Soysambu

Now there’s another animal at Soysambu Conservancy which borders
the lake. It’s the Colobus monkey. Most of you may have seen or know
of the black and white monkey that lives in forests, high up in the trees.
Meet the ones at Soysambu.

the highland forests. They have a
U-shaped mantle of long white fur
from its shoulders and around its’
back. They have white fur surround-

Mount Kenya colobus

The family has settled in well in the

The reason why you are going to be

lush Acacia xanthophloea forest

seeing the black and white monkey

marking its territories along the

around Lake Elmenteita is because

river and even had a baby born.

the forest they lived in has been

The family mixed well with the three

cleared for farming, leaving these

other guereza families.

animals without a home.
Sadly, the river forests along the
A troop was captured at Kipipiri and

farms of Kipipiri which were the

released at Soysambu between

homes of the colobus monkeys

June and August 2018. In all, 60

continue to be cleared for agri-

guereza monkeys need to be moved

culture which is threatening the

as families.

resident guereza populations.
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Eastern colobus is found in

ing their face and a long white tail.
Tana River red colobus, that
is only found in a narrow zone of
gallery forest near the Tana River
in south-eastern Kenya
Colobus monkeys do not have a
thumb. The word colobus is from
the Greek word, meaning mutilated.
Their diet is mainly leaves. But when
the forests are cut down, they start
eating farm crops like carrots.
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Celebrating International Coastal
Cleanup (ICC) Day 2019 at Mombasa
By Tsofa Mweni

Hundreds of WCK student members and patrons gathered on the beaches from Kiunga in Lamu
to Vanga at the South coast for the international coastal cleanup. This is the entire Kenyan
coastline of 600 kilometres .
development. One example was

Separating Trash

of using chemicals in farming that

Finally when the trash was heaped

leads to sea pollution through rivers

together, volunteers separated it into

and stream. Another was over-graz-

three sections: plastic, metal and

ing leading to soil erosion. The soil

glass. They weighed and recorded it

blankets the coral which damages

and tried to identify where the trash

it. Urban and industrial waste and

originated from.

discharge such as heavy metals like
mercury and lead, sewage, solid
WCK members carrying trash collected
during the International Coastal Cleanup
day 2019

Like a swarm of ants, WCK members
collected trash on the beaches
as others filled in the data cards.
This was followed by an interactive session on pollution and waste
management.
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waste and garbage discharged into
the ocean is a health hazard to sea
creatures and us.

The soil blankets
the coral which
damages it.

Dangerous Debris
Marine debris especially plastics are
the greatest threat to our oceans.
Research shows that micro plastics
harm coral reefs. Once the coral
reef is destroyed, it means more
flooding and less fish in the ocean.
We have a responsibility to look

WCK members also learned

after our oceans if life on Planet

The topics covered included

about the dangers of oil leaks and

Earth is to survive.

the dangers of unsustainable

discharge into the oceans.
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WCK ART & ESSAY
COMPETITION AWARDS 2019
Supported by KINDNESS IN ACTION

Rachael Blair and WCK CEO
Margaret Otieno planting a tree to
mark the day.

CEO Margaret Otieno and Rachael Blair award a winner from Njoro Boys
High School.

The theme is about wildlife heading towards extinction. There were
more than 3000 entries. 65 winners
won prizes at a colorful ceremony
held at the WCK HQ. The competition was sponsored by Kindness
in Action from California-USA. The
CEO of Kindness in Action, Racheal
Blair was guest of honour.
There are a million species that
could become extinct in the next
few decades such as rhinos and
lions. Wild animals are threatened
by habitat destruction, poaching,
bush meat and of course, climate
change, all caused by an increasing
human population.

Komba 3, 2019

Dr. Loudon and Eric Deche from NEMA award a winner from Uhuru Primary
School.
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African Crown Eagle

Photographed at the Wildlife Clubs of Kenya by Jagi Gakunju
WILDLIFE CLUBS OF KENYA
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Michael Mwango’mbe: A Self-taught Dolphin
and Whale Scientist in Kenya
By Michael Mwang’ombe Watamu Marine Association

Humpback dolphin in Malindi

I love Information Technology (IT) and nature, so I joined Watamu Turtle Watch as a volunteer,
where I learned about sea turtles in Kenya.
Marine Association supported by

In 2019, with my colleagues from

the African fund for Endangered

the WMA and the Kenya Marine

Wildlife – Giraffe Centre.

Mammal Network, we presented

I saw an opportunity to develop the
Marine Mammal Research Project,
with my mentor Dr Sergi Perez who
had studied dolphins and whales

recognised that there was very
little information about dolphins and
whales in Kenya. The organisation
working with them was Watamu

18

tigious International Whaling
Commission in Nairobi.

I was invited to conferences in Africa
to present our humpback whale

In June I was invited to study in

research results. The following

Florida USA, with top scientists to

two years I represented WMA and

learn more about dolphins. It was the

Kenya twice at the Humpback Whale

most exciting life experience for me,

World Congress in Madagascar and

to travel to the States and immerse

Reunion, before an international

myself in work which has become

scientific audience of whale experts,

my life. My mission is to get every-

which was terrifying since I wasn’t

one involved in the research and

even a scientist.

conservation of marine mammals

Park on the Kenyan south coast.

After working with tur tles I

research from Kenya at the pres-

Did you know we have
24 different species of
whales and dolphins
in Kenya?

in Kisite-Mpunguti National Marine

Michael with KWS Senior Warden
Jane Gitau of Malindi Marine
National Park

eight years of dolphin and whale
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Humpback whale off Watamu. Courtesy Jane Spilsbury of Watamu Marine Association

Work at WMA

we saw a satellite tagged whale in

It’s never boring. I perform necrop-

Watamu a hotspot for Marine
Conservation

sies (i.e. dissecting) on dolphins

In the seven years that we have

Somalia.

and whales, which are like autop-

been conducting humpback whale

sies on human beings. We establish

research in Watamu, we know that

the cause of death and whether it

mothers and calves spend a lot of

is natural or due to other factors

time on the Kenyan coast because

like human related. This informa-

they are safe from predators such

tion help’s us identify solutions to

as killer whales. Male whales also

prevent deaths and injuries from

come in large groups to breed with

things like plastic pollution and acci-

females. Males use vocalisations

Dolphin Data

dental capture in fishing gears

often referred to as the “songs”, to

Since joining WMA, in 2013, I also

attract females.

‘shoot’ dolphins. I take pictures of

Tracking the Marine Big 5

Madagascar travel all the way to

We helped start whale watching
in Kenya. Visitors between June
and September can see the ‘Twin
Migration’ of the wildebeest and
the whales.

dorsal fins which are as unique as
human fingerprints to identify differ-

I’m often out and about talking about

Whale Migration

whales and dolphins and teaching

Humpback whales start their migra-

how people can help protect them.

tion in the Antarctic where they

We have started a new education

feed. Then they travel to safe trop-

and awareness program ‘Tracking

ical waters to have their young and

the Marine Big 5’ which are whales,

breed. As they move north some

dolphins, sea turtles, sharks and

whales may stop in Mozambique

I am fortunate to live my dream job

billfish.

and Tanzania and some continue

every day.

ent individuals. Over a six-year
period my team and I have taken
over 50,000 images and identified
141 individual Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins.

to Kenya. However, little is known
about all their routes. Interestingly
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Komba Safaris
By: George Njagi – Manager AFEW/ WCK Special Projects

By the end of a Komba Safari, WCK
members come out knowing what
it means to conserve wildlife and
the environment, the importance
of ecosystems and biodiversity and
encourages you to work with your
community to tackle issues like
pollution.
On the fun side WCK members
become so aware of nature that
they come up with exciting projects
to save the environment and the
wildlife around .
It’s been proved by research that
WCK members with an orphaned elephant at the David Sheldrick Elephant Orphanage.

enjoying the outdoors keeps you

Connecting Children with Nature – Kenya

and look at the world with your natu-

Komba Safaris is all about connect-

and the nature trail at Wildlife Clubs

ing young people with nature.

of Kenya.

It’s about outdoor learning, using
nature as a classroom. At the end
of a Komba Safari, WCK members
are aware of the importance of wildlife, ecosystems and how we are
all connected. They also become

How to go on a Komba Safari

Primary school WCK members

• Your school has to be a

enjoyed a Komba Safari organized
by the Rift Valley Adventures to Ol
Pejeta Conservancy.

Reasons why you should go on
life and environment conservation a Komba Safari
which gets them to think about

It’s exciting going on safari and being

solutions.

in the wild watching wild animals like

schools from the slums of Nairobi
like Kibera (the largest urban slum
in Africa), Kangemi, Kawangware
and other schools visited the Giraffe
Centre, David Sheldrick Wildlife
Trust, Nairobi Animal Orphanage

20

ral eye and not the i-phone.

Meanwhile, in Nanyuki, Ndemu

aware of the challenges of wild-

WCK members from 15 primary

healthy in body and mind. So go out

member of WCK.
• First choice is low-income
schools.
• You must be between 10
and 18 years old.
• Contact WCK HQ.

elephants and lions; little creatures
like butterflies and dragonflies and
exploring the lakes, deserts and
forests we have in Kenya. It’s even
more exciting when you are with a
guide who can make you aware of
the things you did not know about or

WCK’s Komba Safaris is financed
by the Rotary Club of Los Altos,
San Francisco Bay and Kindness
in Action, USA.
Safari njema!

could have missed.
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WCK taking action for climate change
By Edward Mwendwa

Saying no to deforestation.

Climate change is making its mark.
Glaciers are shrinking, winter is
becoming shorter, rainfall patterns
have become unpredictable and the
dry season is becoming longer with
more droughts. It’s causing havoc
like the recent mudslide that killed
more than 50 people in West Pokot
in November.
WCK joined other stakeholders to
plant trees and spread the message
with posters that if we do not take
action to stop deforestation, things
are going to get worse.

Komba 3, 2019

WCK members at the Climate change rally in Taita.
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WCK Has a New App on Tackling
Plastic Bottles
By Gabriel Ngale, WCK Mobile Education Officer

on managing plastic waste for
recycling. 14 per cent (336tons)
of Nairobi’s waste a day is plastic.
It’s clogging up landfills, blocking
drainage, polluting waterways and
threatening life.
So far WCK school members have
collected more than100 kgs of plastic at school for recycling. They are
also encouraging the 3Rs, Reduce,
Re-use, Recycle, to cut down on
plastic.
‘’We have learnt a lot about plastic
from WCK. We collect plastic waste
at school which is delivered to a
factory for recycling it into things like
basins and crockery,” said Crystal
Wanjiru, a class 8 WCK member

Pupils use the bin at Moi Avenue Primary School.

At 47.5 million Kenyans, we are
generating more waste than
before. According to the National
E nv i r o n m e n t

Management

we live healthy lives.’’

Technology and Plastic
In October, WCK partnered with

Nairobi City produced 2400 tons

Techintellilight Technology Limited

of solid waste in a day. These are

to develop the PLASTIC BOTTLE

like 480 mature male elephants put

APP. It can be downloaded from

together.

Google Play Store.

towns lack efficient waste management and as a result a lot of waste

This App

creates awareness about PET plastic bottles for recycling. The App is
useful for everyone.

ends up dumped in rivers, roadsides

WCK member schools and institu-

and very little in the few dumpsites.

tions of higher learning have been

Did you know that up to 40 per cent
of the solid waste in Nairobi is not
collected?
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“By taking care of the environment,

Authority (NEMA) report 2014

Unfortunately most of our cities and

The Plastic Bottle App view.

at Jamhuri Primary School Nairobi.

trained on how to use this App
through the WCK Mobile Education
Program. It tells where the nearest
plastic collector is, and how much

In February 2019, WCK began a

you are paid including a whole load

project to educate school youth

of plastic facts.
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Planting Trees to green schools in Taita Taveta
By Tsofa Mweni

A land without trees is like a head without hair.
Trees are important.

Therefore everyone should say a big

seedlings were donated by KEFRI

Trees form forests that absorb the

NO to deforestation.

and KFS.

Between September and October,

Kombolio secondary school near

students and patrons from 40

Mwatate planted 3000 seedlings.

schools joined WCK Coast Action

The Cabinet Secretary Keriako

Group chairlady Esther Mwanyumba

Tobiko planted several trees and

from Dembwa Primary school and

signed the WCK posters that carried

Taita Taveta Wildlife Environment

messages of conservation.

rain and release it slowly into rivers
and streams. Forests are carbon
sinks and play an important role in
today’s climate change crisis. They
give us oxygen to breathe. The
roots bind the soil, stopping soil
erosion. Trees are home to wildlife.
From trees we get fruits, honey and
medicine, even pulp for the paper
industry.

CBO (TATAWECO) chairman
Gasper Mwadime from Kalela
primary school to plant 12,500 seedlings in schools like Buguta, Njukini,
Mahoo Girls and Sasenyi. The

The WCK members message is
clear, “Climate change is real. We
need to save our planet by planting trees”.

Rare sighting at WCK HQ
We’re always writing about meetings, seminars and rallies from the headquarters. This
time we’re reporting on something wild.
In September, WCK board member Jagi
Gakunju was at a meeting at WCK when a pair
of Crowned eagles landed on its nest in Nairobi
National Park right across the road from WCK.
This nest has been in use for many years.
Jagi and his nephew Wainaina took this image
of the eagle.
In 2010, the eagles successfully nested and the
chick flew around WCK HQ for weeks. Read
Komba issue 3 2010 for the story.
Amazingly, the nest is a few feet from the main
Langata Road and people drive past without
even realizing that one of Africa’s most powerful raptors has a nest there.
Call Evans Mwazo at WCK on 0715582990 to
check if the Crowned eagles are around.

Komba 3, 2019
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African Rock Art
By John Mwangi

When people started to draw thousands of years ago, they didn’t have paper. So
Stone Age people used what was available. It was rock.
Rock art is found in almost every

Educational, Scientific and Cultural

on the surface of the rock walls

part of the world. In Kenya, rock

Organisation (UNESCO) to preserve

dating between 10,000 and 2,000

art is mostly found around Lake

the cultural and natural heritage of

years ago. The engravings are of

Turkana. But it’s also found in places

the country.

wild animals like giraffes, elephants,

like Kitui, Kakapel, Mfangano Island
and around Nairobi.

camels and gazelles.

Torchio, a renowned international

Interestingly there are no domes-

The first known rock art is from

photographer who took stunning

tic animals on the walls like cows,

Europe some 50,000 years ago.

photos of the rock art which was

sheep and goats, yet, they are today

The oldest dated rock art in Africa

exhibited at the Nairobi Museum this

found among the pastoral people in

is in the Apollo 11 Cave in the

year. The expedition was funded by

the area.

Huns Mountains in south-western

the Italian Embassy.

Namibia. It’s about 27,500 years old.
Rock art or rock paintings are fascinating and tell us about a world that
our ancestors lived in.

Turkana Rock Art

ago, Turkana which is a desert

Sarima Gorge.

today, was rich in wildlife.

It’s a geological master-piece,

For more information contact John

created by water cutting through a

Mwangi on emai: yesmwangi@

hard rock for the river to flow and

gmail.com

drain into Lake Turkana. At the
bottom there is a beautiful pool of

from the National Museums of

water that lasts through the dry

Kenya was hired by a wind project

spells.

tage sites around Lake Turkana, a
requirement by the United Nations

It shows that thousands of years

One of the most exciting finds was

Between 2015 and 2016, Mwangi

company to document the heri-
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In 2017, Mwangi returned with Paulo

“We know that people came here to
collect water during the dry season
because they left fantastic rock art

Rock Art
It’s a national heritage. Never draw
over it or touch it because it will
damage it.
It is against the law to damage rock
art.
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CTTR the place to learn
By Tsofa Mweni

I think I shall study Wildlife Conservation
And devote all my energy and time
To read and understand wildlife
From the plants, birds and insects to the massive mammals
Even if it means living on bread and water
To learn the secrets of wildlife conservation
And the place for that is CTTR
I think I shall study Tourism Management
And devote all my will power
To learn guiding, cultures and travel
Even if it means walking or riding on the boda-boda
To the top of the mountains and down the valleys
The place for that is CTTR
I think I shall study Hotel Management
And learn how to treat clients professionally
To guide them on things new to them
So they extend their stay with glee and joy
The place to learn is CTTR
Or I shall study Travel Operations
On how to plan safaris
That are exciting and memorable
So that my clients feel their money was worth the safari
I shall burn the midnight oil
To study my tutor’s notes and research
To pass my tests with great grades
The place for that is CTTR
CTTR is WCK-operated Centre for Tourism Training and Research
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WORD SEARCH
Tackle this word search for wild animals in Kenya.
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• IMPALA – an antelope
famous for his harem of
females
• ROAN – a rare antelope
near the shores of Lake
Victoria
• RUMA – a park famous
for a rare antelope found
in this puzzle
• AMUR – a falcon from
south-eastern Siberia and
northern China that flies to
spend summer in Africa
• LION – a powerful cat
• LEOPARD – it wears a
coat of rosettes
• RHINO – a huge mammal
hunted for its horn
• PYTHON – a powerful
snake that kills by constricting its prey

Z

• DEFASSA – a waterbuck.
In Kenya it is found at Lake
Nakuru National Park
• SHARK – a fish found in
the ocean
• OWL – a nocturnal bird
• WHALE – a marine mammal
• GAZELLE – a type of antelope
• CHEETAH – fastest cat
running short sprints
• VERVET – a common
monkey
• ELEPHANT – the largest
land mammal
• RETICULATED – a rare
giraffe
• GIRAFFE – it’s the tallest
mammal on Earth
• TOPI – antelope that looks
like it has socks on .

L
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